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EKHI LAMBERT
Haustura
a poetic journey

Haustura
presentation of the album
Haustura is Ekhi Lambert’s ﬁrst solo
album. Voice with guitar accompaniment
is how he initially wrote his songs.
These personal compositions provided
the foundations for the singer from
Garazi’s new project.
In June 2019, he created a trio with Yoan Aroztegui and Miguel Etcheverry.
The three friends then sought to sharpen the atmosphere of each song, to grasp in
the best possible way its intentions, experimenting with different keyboard and
percussion sounds. The warmth of the voice softens into the chime of a gong, into the
sound of castanets, into the soft timbre of the guitar, and into the dreamlike sounds of
the keyboard. Throughout their songs, the trio evokes a moving imaginary world,
always in cadence with the lyrics, echoing their colours in a rich palette of sound. With
this meticulous arrangement technique, Ekhi Lambert establishes his own poetic
atmosphere. At the end of October 2019, the trio recorded the album Haustura in the
Elkar recording studio in Donostia - San Sebastian.
On stage, Ekhi Lambert offers a unique Basque singing style, combining traditional
repertoire and compositions.

Haustura can be listened on Badok.eus :
https://www.badok.eus/euskal-musika/ekhi-lambert/haustura-1/
Website : http://mukuru.eus/ekhi-lambert/
The live song Ustekabean on Youtube :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbM--eIPcPQ

Artists
Ekhi Lambert
Ekhi Lambert is a singer-guitarist, songwriter, composer and performer
originally from Irulegi. He grew up playing the guitar and today he performs in
different formations, blending traditional music with music of our time, and
putting forward his personal approach to musical interpretation and writing.
He also composes arrangements for other artists, as well as small orchestras
and dance groups. Having obtained his degree in musical studies (Diplôme d’
Études Musicales, DEM) in Traditional music at the Conservatory Maurice
Ravel of Bayonne, he signs Haustura in December 2019, his ﬁrst solo album.

Yoan Aroztegui
Yoan Aroztegui is from Guiche: he is a percussionist, drummer and pianist. He is
currently studying classical percussion at the Higher Institute of Arts of
Toulouse to obtain the full national certiﬁcate (Diplôme d’État, DE). He started
his musical course in the Municipal Conservatory of Dax, prior to taking his
musical studies degree (Diplôme d’Études Musicales, DEM) in percussions at the
Conservatory Maurice Ravel of Bayonne. His vast experience among bands,
playing a variety of music styles (jazz, country music, ball music repertoire...)
ensures the ﬁnesse of his interpretation and makes him a creative improviser.

Miguel Etcheverry
Miguel Etcheverry is a drummer and percussionist originally from Donibane
Garazi. He started to play drums at the age of eight and thereafter joined the
Conservatory Maurice Ravel of Bayonne where he obtained his musical
studies degree (Diplôme d’Études Musicales, DEM) in percussion. His career
history has provided him a rich experience both in the ﬁeld of classical music,
traditional music; and music of our time (drummer in a brass band,
percussionist in the orchestra, as well as accompaniment of dancers).
Always ready to listen, his musicality demonstrates his commitment to the
research and the work of sound.

Ekhi Lambert
contact +33
(0) 652 21 51 26
ekhi.lamb@gmail.com

EKHI LAMBERT - RIDER
Duration : 60mn
N°

Instrument

Mic

Notes

1

Kick

SM52/Audix D6

Short mic stand

2

Snare

SM57

Short mic stand

3

Tom

E904/MD421

Short mic stand

4

Overhead L

KM184/C414

Big mic stand

5

Overhead R

KM184/C414

Big mic stand

6

Keyboard L

DI

7

Keyboard R

DI

8

Guitar

DI

9

Voice L (Ekhi)

DPA Dfacto (provided)

Big mic stand

10

Voice C (Miguel)

SM58

Big mic stand

11

Voice R (Yoan)

SM58

Big mic stand

MATHIEU
email : mathieu.hillaire-marcel@laposte.net (english, français, español)
Phone : +33 (0) 675 27 43 15 (english, français, español)

